Snapshot report

Under the Investing for Success Agreement for 2016
Wyandra State School received $5220

Our full 2016 agreement can be found at: wyandrass.eq.edu.au

Our school initiatives are showing substantial progress toward our targets

After reviewing our 2016 Investing for Success agreement, it is clear that we have made progress toward our targeted student outcomes. We will continue to focus on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students, and adjust our initiatives as needed to ensure every student succeeds.

Initiatives implemented included:

- Implementing guided reading sessions
- Ensured every child reads one on one every day with an adult
- Implemented a literacy block - 75min daily
- Spelling as part of the literacy block – 15min a day
- Support programs such as Reading eggs & Spellodome
- Better prepared and supported teacher aides to consolidate student learning in numeracy and literacy
- Better prepared and supported teacher aides to consolidate student learning in numeracy and literacy
- Provided focused and intensive teaching for students requiring additional support to demonstrate achievement against the year-level achievement standards